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Supplementary Material 1. Figures 

 

Figure S1. Brain surface mask. The brain surface mask was used to exclude brain regions not on the 

brain surface after group-level functional connectivity analysis. 

 

Figure S2. The ROIs used in the seed-to-voxel connectivity analysis. ROIs were refined by taking 

the overlap of the original uniformity test. 



 

 

Figure S3. Results of Pipeline 1. Mapping the uniformity test map on the brain surface (cluster 

size > 20). 

 

 

 

Figure S4. Results of Pipeline 2 (positive). Group-level correlation map (positive) of the depressive 

network (cluster size > 20). 

 

 



 

Figure S5. Results of Pipeline 3 (positive). Third-level correlation map (positive) of depressive-

disorder-ROIs (the intensity of each voxel in the map represents the number of depressive-disorder-

ROIs correlated to the voxel). 

 

 

 

Figure S6. Results of Pipeline 3 (negative). Third-level correlation map (negative) of depressive-

disorder-ROIs (the intensity of each voxel in the map represents the number of depressive-disorder-

ROIs correlated to the voxel). 

 

  



Supplementary Material 2. Articles included in the meta-analysis 

Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2000 Liotti M 10913505 Biological psychiatry Differential limbic--cortical correlates 

of sadness and anxiety in healthy 

subjects: implications for affective 

disorders. 

2001 Kaufman J 11430841 Biological psychiatry Are child-, adolescent-, and adult-

onset depression one and the same 

disorder? 

2002 Siegle GJ 11983183 Biological psychiatry Can't shake that feeling: event-related 

fMRI assessment of sustained 

amygdala activity in response to 

emotional information in depressed 

individuals. 

2002 Mottaghy FM 12165364 Psychiatry research Correlation of cerebral blood flow and 

treatment effects of repetitive 

transcranial magnetic stimulation in 

depressed patients. 

2003 Paquette V 12595193 NeuroImage Change the mind and you change the 

brain: effects of cognitive-behavioral 

therapy on the neural correlates of 

spider phobia. 

2003 Levesque J 12644355 Biological psychiatry Neural circuitry underlying voluntary 

suppression of sadness. 

2003 Kumari V 14550677 Biological psychiatry Neural abnormalities during cognitive 

generation of affect in treatment-

resistant depression. 

2003 Blackwood NJ 14568477 NeuroImage Self-responsibility and the self-

serving bias: an fMRI investigation of 

causal attributions. 

2003 Bonne O 14625150 Biological psychiatry Resting regional cerebral perfusion in 

recent posttraumatic stress disorder. 

2003 Keightley ML 14683707 NeuroImage Personality influences limbic-cortical 

interactions during sad mood 

induction. 

2004 May JC 14960288 Biological psychiatry Event-related functional magnetic 

resonance imaging of reward-related 

brain circuitry in children and 

adolescents. 

2004 Gracely RH 14960499 Brain : a journal of 

neurology 

Pain catastrophizing and neural 

responses to pain among persons with 

fibromyalgia. 

2004 Nitschke JB 14980560 NeuroImage Orbitofrontal cortex tracks positive 

mood in mothers viewing pictures of 

their newborn infants. 

2004 Irwin W 14980569 NeuroImage Amygdalar interhemispheric 

functional connectivity differs 

between the non-depressed and 

depressed human brain. 

2004 Malhi GS 14984424 The European journal of 

neuroscience 

Cognitive generation of affect in 

bipolar depression: an fMRI study. 

2004 Lawrence NS 15013826 Biological psychiatry Subcortical and ventral prefrontal 

cortical neural responses to facial 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

expressions distinguish patients with 

bipolar disorder and major depression. 

2004 Videbech P 15033182 Psychiatry research The Danish PET/depression project: 

performance on Stroop's test linked to 

white matter lesions in the brain. 

2004 Mu Q 15050863 Biological psychiatry Acute vagus nerve stimulation using 

different pulse widths produces 

varying brain effects. 

2004 Abrahams S 15163610 Brain : a journal of 

neurology 

Word retrieval in amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis: a functional magnetic 

resonance imaging study. 

2004 Elliott R 15184035 Biological psychiatry Abnormal ventral frontal response 

during performance of an affective 

go/no go task in patients with mania. 

2004 Steele JD 15325374 NeuroImage Neural predictive error signal 

correlates with depressive illness 

severity in a game paradigm. 

2005 Keedwell PA 15993859 Biological psychiatry A double dissociation of ventromedial 

prefrontal cortical responses to sad and 

happy stimuli in depressed and healthy 

individuals. 

2005 Graff-

Guerrero A 

15850737 NeuroImage Frontal and limbic metabolic 

differences in subjects selected 

according to genetic variation of the 

SLC6A4 gene polymorphism. 

2005 Anand A 15866546 Biological psychiatry Activity and connectivity of brain 

mood regulating circuit in depression: 

a functional magnetic resonance study. 

2005 McKie S 15889241 Psychopharmacology Neuronal effects of acute citalopram 

detected by pharmacoMRI. 

2005 Holmes AJ 15949653 Schizophrenia research Prefrontal functioning during context 

processing in schizophrenia and major 

depression: an event-related fMRI 

study. 

2005 Harvey PO 15955496 NeuroImage Cognitive control and brain resources 

in major depression: an fMRI study 

using the n-back task. 

2005 Keedwell PA 16043128 Biological psychiatry The neural correlates of anhedonia in 

major depressive disorder. 

2005 Capuron L 16084839 Biological psychiatry Anterior cingulate activation and error 

processing during interferon-alpha 

treatment. 

2005 Yamagishi N 16246532 Brain research. Cognitive 

brain research 

Attentional shifts towards an expected 

visual target alter the level of alpha-

band oscillatory activity in the human 

calcarine cortex. 

2006 Roberson-Nay 

R 

16603133 Biological psychiatry Increased amygdala activity during 

successful memory encoding in 

adolescent major depressive disorder: 

An FMRI study. 

2006 Vollm B 16420462 The European journal of 

neuroscience 

Serotonergic modulation of neuronal 

responses to behavioural inhibition 

and reinforcing stimuli: an fMRI study 

in healthy volunteers. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2006 Wagner G 16458263 Biological psychiatry Cortical inefficiency in patients with 

unipolar depression: an event-related 

FMRI study with the Stroop task. 

2006 Harmer CJ 16460693 Biological psychiatry Antidepressant drug treatment 

modifies the neural processing of 

nonconscious threat cues. 

2006 Schaefer HS 16780808 Biological psychiatry Event-related functional magnetic 

resonance imaging measures of neural 

activity to positive social stimuli in 

pre- and post-treatment depression. 

2006 Allen PP 16823591 Psychopharmacology Effect of acute tryptophan depletion 

on pre-frontal engagement. 

2006 Fitzgerald PB 17029760 Psychiatry research An analysis of functional 

neuroimaging studies of dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortical activity in 

depression. 

2006 Canli T 17032778 Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Sciences of the 

United States of America 

Neural correlates of epigenesis. 

2006 Feinstein JS 18985124 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Anterior insula reactivity during 

certain decisions is associated with 

neuroticism. 

2007 Siegle GJ 17027931 Biological psychiatry Increased amygdala and decreased 

dorsolateral prefrontal BOLD 

responses in unipolar depression: 

related and independent features. 

2007 Herwig U 17182225 Psychiatry research Expecting unpleasant stimuli--an 

fMRI study. 

2007 Walter H 17197035 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Increased left prefrontal activation in 

patients with unipolar depression: an 

event-related, parametric, 

performance-controlled fMRI study. 

2007 Greicius MD 17210143 Biological psychiatry Resting-state functional connectivity 

in major depression: abnormally 

increased contributions from 

subgenual cingulate cortex and 

thalamus. 

2007 Chen CH 17217921 Biological psychiatry Brain imaging correlates of depressive 

symptom severity and predictors of 

symptom improvement after 

antidepressant treatment. 

2007 Killgore WD 17350756 Neuroscience letters Depressed mood and lateralized 

prefrontal activity during a Stroop task 

in adolescent children. 

2007 Walter H 17363277 NeuroImage Working memory dysfunction in 

schizophrenia compared to healthy 

controls and patients with depression: 

evidence from event-related fMRI. 

2007 Lanius RA 17412567 Psychiatry research Neural correlates of trauma script-

imagery in posttraumatic stress 

disorder with and without comorbid 

major depression: a functional MRI 

investigation. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2007 Rao H 17481593 Biological psychiatry Genetic variation in serotonin 

transporter alters resting brain 

function in healthy individuals. 

2007 Miskowiak K 17553466 Biological psychiatry Erythropoietin reduces neural and 

cognitive processing of fear in human 

models of antidepressant drug action. 

2007 Bar KJ 17570347 Biological psychiatry Increased prefrontal activation during 

pain perception in major depression. 

2007 Langenecker 

SA 

17585888 Biological psychiatry Frontal and limbic activation during 

inhibitory control predicts treatment 

response in major depressive disorder. 

2007 Marchand WR 17588725 Psychiatry research A functional MRI study of a paced 

motor activation task to evaluate 

frontal-subcortical circuit function in 

bipolar depression. 

2007 Walsh ND 17601497 Biological psychiatry A longitudinal functional magnetic 

resonance imaging study of verbal 

working memory in depression after 

antidepressant therapy. 

2007 Miskowiak K 17625917 NeuroImage Single dose antidepressant 

administration modulates the neural 

processing of self-referent personality 

trait words. 

2007 Cannon DM 17678634 Biological psychiatry Elevated serotonin transporter binding 

in major depressive disorder assessed 

using positron emission tomography 

and [11C]DASB; comparison with 

bipolar disorder. 

2007 Johnstone T 17699669 The Journal of 

neuroscience : the official 

journal of the Society for 

Neuroscience 

Failure to regulate: counterproductive 

recruitment of top-down prefrontal-

subcortical circuitry in major 

depression. 

2007 Williams JH 18985132 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Differential effects of tryptophan 

depletion on emotion processing 

according to face direction. 

2008 Fitzgerald PB 17525987 Human brain mapping An fMRI study of prefrontal brain 

activation during multiple tasks in 

patients with major depressive 

disorder. 

2008 Fales CL 17719567 Biological psychiatry Altered emotional interference 

processing in affective and cognitive-

control brain circuitry in major 

depression. 

2008 Grimm S 17888408 Biological psychiatry Imbalance between left and right 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in major 

depression is linked to negative 

emotional judgment: an fMRI study in 

severe major depressive disorder. 

2008 Fu CH 17949689 Biological psychiatry Pattern classification of sad facial 

processing: toward the development of 

neurobiological markers in 

depression. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2008 Whalley HC 18164074 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Hypofrontality in subjects at high 

genetic risk of schizophrenia with 

depressive symptoms. 

2008 Reetz K 18261714 Biological psychiatry Limbic and frontal cortical 

degeneration is associated with 

psychiatric symptoms in PINK1 

mutation carriers. 

2008 Adda CC 18329672 Neuropsychologia Prospective memory and mesial 

temporal epilepsy associated with 

hippocampal sclerosis. 

2008 Wolfensberge

r SP 

18342424 Biological psychology The neural correlates of verbal 

encoding and retrieval in monozygotic 

twins at low or high risk for depression 

and anxiety. 

2008 Yuan Y 18372048 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Abnormal neural activity in the 

patients with remitted geriatric 

depression: a resting-state functional 

magnetic resonance imaging study. 

2008 Wolfensberge

r SP 

18396414 NeuroImage Amygdala responses to emotional 

faces in twins discordant or 

concordant for the risk for anxiety and 

depression. 

2008 Brassen S 18440493 Biological psychiatry Ventromedial prefrontal cortex 

processing during emotional 

evaluation in late-life depression: a 

longitudinal functional magnetic 

resonance imaging study. 

2008 Wang L 18455373 Psychiatry research Prefrontal mechanisms for executive 

control over emotional distraction are 

altered in major depression. 

2008 Fu CH 18550030 Biological psychiatry Neural responses to sad facial 

expressions in major depression 

following cognitive behavioral 

therapy. 

2008 Domschke K 18579347 European 

neuropsychopharmacology 

: the journal of the 

European College of 

Neuropsychopharmacology 

Cannabinoid receptor 1 (CNR1) gene: 

impact on antidepressant treatment 

response and emotion processing in 

major depression. 

2008 Kumar P 18579575 Brain : a journal of 

neurology 

Abnormal temporal difference 

reward-learning signals in major 

depression. 

2008 Taylor 

Tavares JV 

18586109 NeuroImage Neural basis of abnormal response to 

negative feedback in unmedicated 

mood disorders. 

2008 Mataix-Cols D 18588543 The European journal of 

neuroscience 

Individual differences in disgust 

sensitivity modulate neural responses 

to aversive/disgusting stimuli. 

2008 Chan SW 18601940 Neuropsychologia Risk for depression is associated with 

neural biases in emotional 

categorisation. 

2009 Dichter GS 18706701 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Affective context interferes with 

cognitive control in unipolar 

depression: an fMRI investigation. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2009 Wagner G 19027763 Neuropsychologia Reduced heat pain thresholds after 

sad-mood induction are associated 

with changes in thalamic activity. 

2009 Roiser JP 19539268 Biological psychiatry The effects of tryptophan depletion on 

neural responses to emotional words in 

remitted depression. 

2009 Longe O 18476765 Journal of cognitive 

neuroscience 

The lateral and ventromedial 

prefrontal cortex work as a dynamic 

integrated system: evidence from 

FMRI connectivity analysis. 

2009 Fales CL 18559283 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Antidepressant treatment normalizes 

hypoactivity in dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex during emotional interference 

processing in major depression. 

2009 Whalley MG 18614265 Brain and cognition Incidental retrieval of emotional 

contexts in post-traumatic stress 

disorder and depression: an fMRI 

study. 

2009 Hoptman MJ 18805589 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Blood pressure and white matter 

integrity in geriatric depression. 

2009 van den 

Heuvel OA 

18952675 Brain : a journal of 

neurology 

The major symptom dimensions of 

obsessive-compulsive disorder are 

mediated by partially distinct neural 

systems. 

2009 Yao Z 19007997 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Regional homogeneity in depression 

and its relationship with separate 

depressive symptom clusters: a 

resting-state fMRI study. 

2009 Grimm S 19117277 Human brain mapping Increased self-focus in major 

depressive disorder is related to neural 

abnormalities in subcortical-cortical 

midline structures. 

2009 Hooley JM 19176279 Psychiatry research Cortico-limbic response to personally 

challenging emotional stimuli after 

complete recovery from depression. 

2009 Desseilles M 19193886 The Journal of 

neuroscience : the official 

journal of the Society for 

Neuroscience 

Abnormal neural filtering of irrelevant 

visual information in depression. 

2009 Smoski MJ 19261334 Journal of affective 

disorders 

fMRI of alterations in reward 

selection, anticipation, and feedback 

in major depressive disorder. 

2009 Lemogne C 19307251 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

In search of the depressive self: 

extended medial prefrontal network 

during self-referential processing in 

major depression. 

2009 Werner NS 19346000 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Functional MRI study of memory-

related brain regions in patients with 

depressive disorder. 

2009 Ravindran AV 19351572 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Toward a functional neuroanatomy of 

dysthymia: a functional magnetic 

resonance imaging study. 

2009 Harrison NA 19423079 Biological psychiatry Inflammation causes mood changes 

through alterations in subgenual 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

cingulate activity and mesolimbic 

connectivity. 

2009 Eddington 

KM 

19433416 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Neural correlates of idiographic goal 

priming in depression: goal-specific 

dysfunctions in the orbitofrontal 

cortex. 

2009 Williams LM 19446647 NeuroImage 'Negativity bias' in risk for depression 

and anxiety: brain-body fear circuitry 

correlates, 5-HTT-LPR and early life 

stress. 

2009 McCabe C 19529923 Psychopharmacology Neural representation of reward in 

recovered depressed patients. 

2009 Mak AK 19555702 Neuropsychologia Sex-related differences in neural 

activity during emotion regulation. 

2009 Norbury R 19585106 Psychopharmacology Short-term antidepressant treatment 

modulates amygdala response to 

happy faces. 

2009 Johnson MK 19620180 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Medial cortex activity, self-reflection 

and depression. 

2009 Bermpohl F 19632301 Neuroscience letters Attentional modulation of emotional 

stimulus processing in patients with 

major depression--alterations in 

prefrontal cortical regions. 

2009 Miskowiak 

KW 

19705104 Psychopharmacology Effects of erythropoietin on emotional 

processing biases in patients with 

major depression: an exploratory 

fMRI study. 

2009 Dichter GS 19726030 Biological psychiatry The effects of psychotherapy on neural 

responses to rewards in major 

depression. 

2010 Rusjan PM 20162598 Human brain mapping Optimal transcranial magnetic 

stimulation coil placement for 

targeting the dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex using novel magnetic resonance 

image-guided neuronavigation. 

2010 Hsu DT 20685091 Psychiatry research fMRI BOLD responses to negative 

stimuli in the prefrontal cortex are 

dependent on levels of recent negative 

life stress in major depressive 

disorder. 

2010 Townsend JD 20708906 Psychiatry research fMRI activation in the amygdala and 

the orbitofrontal cortex in 

unmedicated subjects with major 

depressive disorder. 

2010 Fairhall SL 20833223 Biological psychology Memory related dysregulation of 

hippocampal function in major 

depressive disorder. 

2010 Erk S 21106812 The Journal of 

neuroscience : the official 

journal of the Society for 

Neuroscience 

Acute and sustained effects of 

cognitive emotion regulation in major 

depression. 

2010 Reker M 19524887 Cortex; a journal devoted to 

the study of the nervous 

system and behavior 

Individual differences in alexithymia 

and brain response to masked emotion 

faces. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2010 Yoshimura S 19589603 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Rostral anterior cingulate cortex 

activity mediates the relationship 

between the depressive symptoms and 

the medial prefrontal cortex activity. 

2010 Dillon DG 19621370 Human brain mapping Variation in TREK1 gene linked to 

depression-resistant phenotype is 

associated with potentiated neural 

responses to rewards in humans. 

2010 Cremers HR 19683585 NeuroImage Neuroticism modulates amygdala-

prefrontal connectivity in response to 

negative emotional facial expressions. 

2010 Longe O 19770047 NeuroImage Having a word with yourself: neural 

correlates of self-criticism and self-

reassurance. 

2010 Krug A 19781653 NeuroImage Effect of CACNA1C rs1006737 on 

neural correlates of verbal fluency in 

healthy individuals. 

2010 Frodl T 19811772 Biological psychiatry Functional connectivity bias of the 

orbitofrontal cortex in drug-free 

patients with major depression. 

2010 Gillihan SJ 19858108 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Serotonin transporter genotype 

modulates amygdala activity during 

mood regulation. 

2010 Viviani R 19878929 Biological psychiatry Baseline brain perfusion and the 

serotonin transporter promoter 

polymorphism. 

2010 Lau JY 19931400 NeuroImage BDNF gene polymorphism 

(Val66Met) predicts amygdala and 

anterior hippocampus responses to 

emotional faces in anxious and 

depressed adolescents. 

2010 Lemogne C 19945172 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Self-referential processing and the 

prefrontal cortex over the course of 

depression: a pilot study. 

2010 Gilbert AM 19959343 Psychiatry research Grey matter volume reductions in the 

emotion network of patients with 

depression and coronary artery 

disease. 

2010 Eugene F 19962859 Psychiatry research Neural correlates of inhibitory deficits 

in depression. 

2010 McCabe C 20034615 Biological psychiatry Diminished neural processing of 

aversive and rewarding stimuli during 

selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor 

treatment. 

2010 Paakki JJ 20053346 Brain research Alterations in regional homogeneity of 

resting-state brain activity in autism 

spectrum disorders. 

2010 van Wingen G 20097294 NeuroImage The brain-derived neurotrophic factor 

Val66Met polymorphism affects 

memory formation and retrieval of 

biologically salient stimuli. 

2010 Naismith SL 20219248 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Fronto-striatal correlates of impaired 

implicit sequence learning in major 

depression: an fMRI study. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2010 Miskowiak 

KW 

20401747 Psychopharmacology Erythropoietin modulates neural and 

cognitive processing of emotional 

information in biomarker models of 

antidepressant drug action in 

depressed patients. 

2010 Dichter GS 20421135 Journal of affective 

disorders 

The effects of Brief Behavioral 

Activation Therapy for Depression on 

cognitive control in affective contexts: 

An fMRI investigation. 

2010 Fisher HE 20445032 Journal of neurophysiology Reward, addiction, and emotion 

regulation systems associated with 

rejection in love. 

2010 Liu Z 20493670 Psychiatry research Decreased regional homogeneity in 

insula and cerebellum: a resting-state 

fMRI study in patients with major 

depression and subjects at high risk for 

major depression. 

2010 Abler B 20630713 Psychiatry research Habitual emotion regulation strategies 

and depressive symptoms in healthy 

subjects predict fMRI brain activation 

patterns related to major depression. 

2010 Slavich GM 20679216 Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Sciences of the 

United States of America 

Neural sensitivity to social rejection is 

associated with inflammatory 

responses to social stress. 

2010 van Harmelen 

AL 

20692648 Biological psychiatry Reduced medial prefrontal cortex 

volume in adults reporting childhood 

emotional maltreatment. 

2010 Eisenberger 

NI 

20719303 Biological psychiatry Inflammation-induced anhedonia: 

endotoxin reduces ventral striatum 

responses to reward. 

2010 Rawlings NB 20809213 Psychopharmacology A single dose of mirtazapine 

modulates neural responses to 

emotional faces in healthy people. 

2010 Quah-Smith I 20838644 PloS one The brain effects of laser acupuncture 

in healthy individuals: an FMRI 

investigation. 

2010 Fortier E 20851164 Neuroscience letters Early impact of 5-HTTLPR 

polymorphism on the neural correlates 

of sadness. 

2010 Veer IM 20941370 Frontiers in systems 

neuroscience 

Whole brain resting-state analysis 

reveals decreased functional 

connectivity in major depression. 

2011 Matthews SC 20451622 NeuroImage A multimodal imaging study in U.S. 

veterans of Operations Iraqi and 

Enduring Freedom with and without 

major depression after blast-related 

concussion. 

2011 Wagner G 20832482 NeuroImage Structural brain alterations in patients 

with major depressive disorder and 

high risk for suicide: evidence for a 

distinct neurobiological entity? 

2011 Wiebking C 21232578 Neuroscience letters Are emotions associated with activity 

during rest or interoception? An 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

exploratory fMRI study in healthy 

subjects. 

2011 Lee HY 21546094 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Demonstration of decreased gray 

matter concentration in the midbrain 

encompassing the dorsal raphe 

nucleus and the limbic subcortical 

regions in major depressive disorder: 

an optimized voxel-based mor 

2011 Pompei F 21570470 NeuroImage Dissociable functional connectivity 

changes during the Stroop task relating 

to risk, resilience and disease 

expression in bipolar disorder. 

2011 Ossewaarde L 21601833 Biological psychiatry Two-week administration of the 

combined serotonin-noradrenaline 

reuptake inhibitor duloxetine 

augments functioning of mesolimbic 

incentive processing circuits. 

2011 McCabe C 21640839 NeuroImage Antidepressant medications reduce 

subcortical-cortical resting-state 

functional connectivity in healthy 

volunteers. 

2011 Fortier E 21807415 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Early influence of the rs4675690 on 

the neural substrates of sadness. 

2011 Smoski MJ 22079658 Psychiatry research Major depressive disorder is 

characterized by greater reward 

network activation to monetary than 

pleasant image rewards. 

2011 Krug A 20336655 Human brain mapping Genetic variation in G72 correlates 

with brain activation in the right 

middle temporal gyrus in a verbal 

fluency task in healthy individuals. 

2011 Lemogne C 20519253 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Negative affectivity, self-referential 

processing and the cortical midline 

structures. 

2011 Anderson IM 20599362 European 

neuropsychopharmacology 

: the journal of the 

European College of 

Neuropsychopharmacology 

The effect of acute citalopram on face 

emotion processing in remitted 

depression: a pharmacoMRI study. 

2011 Wu QZ 20665717 Human brain mapping Abnormal regional spontaneous 

neural activity in treatment-refractory 

depression revealed by resting-state 

fMRI. 

2011 van 

Eijndhoven P 

20800687 NeuroImage Amygdala responsivity related to 

memory of emotionally neutral stimuli 

constitutes a trait factor for depression. 

2011 Basile B 20842749 Human brain mapping Deontological and altruistic guilt: 

evidence for distinct neurobiological 

substrates. 

2011 Soriano-Mas 

C 

20875637 Biological psychiatry Cross-sectional and longitudinal 

assessment of structural brain 

alterations in melancholic depression. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2011 Rapkin AJ 21092938 Biological psychiatry Neuroimaging evidence of cerebellar 

involvement in premenstrual 

dysphoric disorder. 

2011 Gong Q 21134472 NeuroImage Prognostic prediction of therapeutic 

response in depression using high-

field MR imaging. 

2011 van Marle HJ 21195195 NeuroImage Subchronic duloxetine administration 

alters the extended amygdala circuitry 

in healthy individuals. 

2011 Jovanovic H 21211567 NeuroImage Chronic stress is linked to 5-HT(1A) 

receptor changes and functional 

disintegration of the limbic networks. 

2011 Juhasz G 21215389 Biological psychiatry The CREB1-BDNF-NTRK2 pathway 

in depression: multiple gene-

cognition-environment interactions. 

2011 Goveas J 21238490 Behavioural brain research Neural correlates of the interactive 

relationship between memory deficits 

and depressive symptoms in 

nondemented elderly: resting fMRI 

study. 

2011 Davey CG 21257158 Biological psychiatry Increased amygdala response to 

positive social feedback in young 

people with major depressive disorder. 

2011 Bruhl AB 21264550 Brain imaging and behavior Neural correlates of personality 

dimensions and affective measures 

during the anticipation of emotional 

stimuli. 

2011 Johnston S 21264651 Cognitive, affective & 

behavioral neuroscience 

Upregulation of emotion areas through 

neurofeedback with a focus on 

positive mood. 

2011 Kessler H 21283580 PloS one Individualized and clinically derived 

stimuli activate limbic structures in 

depression: an fMRI study. 

2011 Bruhl AB 21359508 Psychopharmacology Differential modulation of emotion 

processing brain regions by 

noradrenergic and serotonergic 

antidepressants. 

2011 Vanderhasselt 

MA 

21373973 Cognitive, affective & 

behavioral neuroscience 

Healthy brooders employ more 

attentional resources when 

disengaging from the negative: an 

event-related fMRI study. 

2011 Gujar N 21430147 The Journal of 

neuroscience : the official 

journal of the Society for 

Neuroscience 

Sleep deprivation amplifies reactivity 

of brain reward networks, biasing the 

appraisal of positive emotional 

experiences. 

2011 Gradin VB 21482548 Brain : a journal of 

neurology 

Expected value and prediction error 

abnormalities in depression and 

schizophrenia. 

2011 Sprengelmeye

r R 

21531027 Journal of affective 

disorders 

The insular cortex and the 

neuroanatomy of major depression. 

2011 O'Nions EJ 21568644 Journal of cognitive 

neuroscience 

Serotonin transporter genotype 

modulates subgenual response to 

fearful faces using an incidental task. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2011 Whalley HC 21601834 Biological psychiatry The neural basis of familial risk and 

temperamental variation in individuals 

at high risk of bipolar disorder. 

2011 Marchand WR 21621263 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Striatal and cortical midline activation 

and connectivity associated with 

suicidal ideation and depression in 

bipolar II disorder. 

2011 Jehna M 21656213 Brain imaging and behavior Cognitively preserved MS patients 

demonstrate functional differences in 

processing neutral and emotional 

faces. 

2011 Gillihan SJ 21764567 Psychiatry research Serotonin transporter genotype 

modulates the association between 

depressive symptoms and amygdala 

activity among psychiatrically healthy 

adults. 

2011 Guo WB 21782246 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Abnormal neural activities in first-

episode, treatment-naive, short-

illness-duration, and treatment-

response patients with major 

depressive disorder: a resting-state 

fMRI study. 

2011 Pringle A 21843538 Neuropsychologia Neural correlates of the processing of 

self-referent emotional information in 

bulimia nervosa. 

2011 Zhong M 21878364 Biological psychology Amygdala hyperactivation and 

prefrontal hypoactivation in subjects 

with cognitive vulnerability to 

depression. 

2011 Olino TM 22079656 Psychiatry research I won, but I'm not getting my hopes up: 

depression moderates the relationship 

of outcomes and reward anticipation. 

2012 Walther S 21930304 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Neural correlates of disbalanced motor 

control in major depression. 

2012 Chantiluke K 22015111 Biological psychiatry Fronto-striato-cerebellar 

dysregulation in adolescents with 

depression during motivated attention. 

2012 Dichter GS 22036801 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Remitted major depression is 

characterized by reward network 

hyperactivation during reward 

anticipation and hypoactivation during 

reward outcomes. 

2012 Zhu X 22177602 Biological psychiatry Evidence of a dissociation pattern in 

resting-state default mode network 

connectivity in first-episode, 

treatment-naive major depression 

patients. 

2012 Hsu DT 22378896 The Journal of 

neuroscience : the official 

journal of the Society for 

Neuroscience 

Variation in the corticotropin-

releasing hormone receptor 1 

(CRHR1) gene influences fMRI signal 

responses during emotional stimulus 

processing. 

2012 Holsen LM 22395084 Neuroscience letters Brain hypoactivation, autonomic 

nervous system dysregulation, and 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

gonadal hormones in depression: a 

preliminary study. 

2012 Cao X 22460056 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Disrupted resting-state functional 

connectivity of the hippocampus in 

medication-naive patients with major 

depressive disorder. 

2012 Wang Y 22954751 Neuroscience letters Effects of an antidepressant on neural 

correlates of emotional processing in 

patients with major depression. 

2012 Victor TA 23056309 PloS one The extended functional 

neuroanatomy of emotional 

processing biases for masked faces in 

major depressive disorder. 

2012 Sliz D 23227005 Frontiers in human 

neuroscience 

Major depressive disorder and 

alterations in insular cortical activity: 

a review of current functional 

magnetic imaging research. 

2012 Xie C 21618660 Human brain mapping Neural basis of the association 

between depressive symptoms and 

memory deficits in nondemented 

subjects: resting-state fMRI study. 

2012 van Hell HH 21822593 Psychopharmacology Involvement of the endocannabinoid 

system in reward processing in the 

human brain. 

2012 Whittle S 21917846 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Adolescents' depressive symptoms 

moderate neural responses to their 

mothers' positive behavior. 

2012 de Greck M 21998038 Human brain mapping Altered brain activity during 

emotional empathy in somatoform 

disorder. 

2012 Wiggins JL 22032950 NeuroImage The impact of serotonin transporter (5-

HTTLPR) genotype on the 

development of resting-state 

functional connectivity in children and 

adolescents: a preliminary report. 

2012 Stevenson CM 22036680 NeuroImage Paired pulse depression in the 

somatosensory cortex: associations 

between MEG and BOLD fMRI. 

2012 Galynker II 22037687 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Distinct but overlapping neural 

networks subserve depression and 

insecure attachment. 

2012 Dannlowski U 22112927 Biological psychiatry Limbic scars: long-term consequences 

of childhood maltreatment revealed by 

functional and structural magnetic 

resonance imaging. 

2012 Lai CH 22137181 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Frontal regional homogeneity 

increased and temporal regional 

homogeneity decreased after 

remission of first-episode drug-naive 

major depressive disorder with panic 

disorder patients under duloxetine t 

2012 Chen S 22178816 NeuroImage Resting-state fMRI study of treatment-

naive temporal lobe epilepsy patients 

with depressive symptoms. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2012 Hulvershorn 

LA 

22206876 Biological psychiatry Neural activation during facial 

emotion processing in unmedicated 

bipolar depression, euthymia, and 

mania. 

2012 van Tol MJ 22206877 Biological psychiatry Functional magnetic resonance 

imaging correlates of emotional word 

encoding and recognition in 

depression and anxiety disorders. 

2012 Barbour T 22222174 Journal of affective 

disorders 

fMRI responses to emotional faces in 

children and adolescents at genetic 

risk for psychiatric illness share some 

of the features of depression. 

2012 Wang Z 22348891 Behavioural brain research Abnormal default-mode network in 

angiotensin converting enzyme D 

allele carriers with remitted geriatric 

depression. 

2012 Seidel EM 22377511 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Neural correlates of depressive 

realism--an fMRI study on causal 

attribution in depression. 

2012 Schock L 22384105 PloS one Mood modulates auditory laterality of 

hemodynamic mismatch responses 

during dichotic listening. 

2012 Whalley MG 22386970 Psychiatry research Autobiographical memory in 

depression: an fMRI study. 

2012 Domschke K 22387174 NeuroImage Catechol-O-methyltransferase gene 

variation: impact on amygdala 

response to aversive stimuli. 

2012 Mingtian Z 22398297 Psychiatry research Elevated amygdala activity to negative 

faces in young adults with early onset 

major depressive disorder. 

2012 Perlman G 22401827 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Amygdala response and functional 

connectivity during emotion 

regulation: a study of 14 depressed 

adolescents. 

2012 Alexander N 22418015 Biological psychiatry Interaction of the serotonin 

transporter-linked polymorphic region 

and environmental adversity: 

increased amygdala-hypothalamus 

connectivity as a potential mechanism 

linking neural and endocrine hyper 

2012 Kuhn S 22497878 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Why ruminators won't stop: the 

structural and resting state correlates 

of rumination and its relation to 

depression. 

2012 Symonds CS 22521875 European 

neuropsychopharmacology 

: the journal of the 

European College of 

Neuropsychopharmacology 

Detection of the acute effects of 

hydrocortisone in the hippocampus 

using pharmacological fMRI. 

2012 Lee HF 22541443 Pain Enhanced affect/cognition-related 

brain responses during visceral 

placebo analgesia in irritable bowel 

syndrome patients. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2012 Kanske P 22564476 Biological psychology Effortful control, depression, and 

anxiety correlate with the influence of 

emotion on executive attentional 

control. 

2012 Jensen KB 22617632 Pain Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 

increases pain-evoked activation of 

the prefrontal cortex in patients with 

fibromyalgia. 

2012 Laeger I 22659393 Behavioural brain research Amygdala responsiveness to 

emotional words is modulated by 

subclinical anxiety and depression. 

2012 Raij TT 22664168 Schizophrenia research Association of poor insight in 

schizophrenia with structure and 

function of cortical midline structures 

and frontopolar cortex. 

2012 Goulden N 22682158 Biological psychiatry Reversed frontotemporal connectivity 

during emotional face processing in 

remitted depression. 

2012 McCabe C 22704059 Biological psychiatry Neural processing of reward and 

punishment in young people at 

increased familial risk of depression. 

2012 Seo J 22715371 PloS one Working memory impairment in 

fibromyalgia patients associated with 

altered frontoparietal memory 

network. 

2012 Liu L 22724025 PloS one Altered cerebellar functional 

connectivity with intrinsic 

connectivity networks in adults with 

major depressive disorder. 

2012 Chen JD 22749158 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Early and late onset, first-episode, 

treatment-naive depression: same 

clinical symptoms, different regional 

neural activities. 

2012 Via E 22761673 PloS one Cerebrospinal fluid space alterations 

in melancholic depression. 

2012 Tamura M 22768085 PloS one Neural network development in late 

adolescents during observation of risk-

taking action. 

2012 Barch DM 22770650 Biological psychiatry Functional brain activation to 

emotionally valenced faces in school-

aged children with a history of 

preschool-onset major depression. 

2012 Liu F 22815880 PloS one Classification of different therapeutic 

responses of major depressive disorder 

with multivariate pattern analysis 

method based on structural MR scans. 

2012 Zhu Z 22820298 Brain research Spatial patterns of intrinsic neural 

activity in depressed patients with 

vascular risk factors as revealed by the 

amplitude of low-frequency 

fluctuation. 

2012 Lanzenberger 

R 

22828162 NeuroImage Prediction of SSRI treatment response 

in major depression based on serotonin 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

transporter interplay between median 

raphe nucleus and projection areas. 

2012 Zeng LL 22957005 PloS one Antidepressant treatment normalizes 

white matter volume in patients with 

major depression. 

2012 Hasler BP 22960270 Biological psychology Weekend-weekday advances in sleep 

timing are associated with altered 

reward-related brain function in 

healthy adolescents. 

2012 Liu CH 23017873 Psychiatry research Abnormal baseline brain activity in 

bipolar depression: a resting state 

functional magnetic resonance 

imaging study. 

2012 Ma C 23028892 PloS one Resting-state functional connectivity 

bias of middle temporal gyrus and 

caudate with altered gray matter 

volume in major depression. 

2012 Walsh ND 23034517 NeuroImage 5-HTTLPR-environment interplay 

and its effects on neural reactivity in 

adolescents. 

2012 Liu CH 23133615 PloS one Regional homogeneity within the 

default mode network in bipolar 

depression: a resting-state functional 

magnetic resonance imaging study. 

2013 Wagner G 22798398 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Self-referential processing influences 

functional activation during cognitive 

control: an fMRI study. 

2013 Suzuki H 23055092 Cognitive, affective & 

behavioral neuroscience 

Structural-functional correlations 

between hippocampal volume and 

cortico-limbic emotional responses in 

depressed children. 

2013 Liu F 23116810 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Abnormal amplitude low-frequency 

oscillations in medication-naive, first-

episode patients with major depressive 

disorder: a resting-state fMRI study. 

2013 Fan T 23201633 Neuroscience letters Abnormal baseline brain activity in 

suicidal and non-suicidal patients with 

major depressive disorder. 

2013 Chechko N 23394712 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Brain circuitries involved in emotional 

interference task in major depression 

disorder. 

2013 Wang L 23555920 PloS one Interhemispheric functional 

connectivity and its relationships with 

clinical characteristics in major 

depressive disorder: a resting state 

fMRI study. 

2013 Tahmasian M 24101900 Frontiers in human 

neuroscience 

Aberrant intrinsic connectivity of 

hippocampus and amygdala overlap in 

the fronto-insular and dorsomedial-

prefrontal cortex in major depressive 

disorder. 

2013 Guo S 24363967 Brain and behavior A reversal coarse-grained analysis 

with application to an altered 

functional circuit in depression. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2013 Manoliu A 24478665 Frontiers in human 

neuroscience 

Insular dysfunction within the salience 

network is associated with severity of 

symptoms and aberrant inter-network 

connectivity in major depressive 

disorder. 

2013 Skidmore FM 21782030 NeuroImage Apathy, depression, and motor 

symptoms have distinct and separable 

resting activity patterns in idiopathic 

Parkinson disease. 

2013 Thomaes K 22156722 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Increased anterior cingulate cortex and 

hippocampus activation in Complex 

PTSD during encoding of negative 

words. 

2013 van Harmelen 

AL 

22258799 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Enhanced amygdala reactivity to 

emotional faces in adults reporting 

childhood emotional maltreatment. 

2013 Kullmann JS 22461242 Human brain mapping Neural response to emotional stimuli 

during experimental human 

endotoxemia. 

2013 Grotegerd D 22639242 European archives of 

psychiatry and clinical 

neuroscience 

Discriminating unipolar and bipolar 

depression by means of fMRI and 

pattern classification: a pilot study. 

2013 Dannlowski U 22696400 Human brain mapping Childhood maltreatment is associated 

with an automatic negative emotion 

processing bias in the amygdala. 

2013 Paul NA 22717383 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Psychological and neural mechanisms 

of trait mindfulness in reducing 

depression vulnerability. 

2013 van 

Eijndhoven P 

22753179 Human brain mapping Neural basis of recollection in first-

episode major depression. 

2013 Fernandez-

Corcuera P 

22854099 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Bipolar depressed patients show both 

failure to activate and failure to de-

activate during performance of a 

working memory task. 

2013 Hummer TA 22871393 Biological psychiatry Emotional response inhibition in 

bipolar disorder: a functional magnetic 

resonance imaging study of trait- and 

state-related abnormalities. 

2013 Smith R 23017544 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Antidepressant effects of sertraline 

associated with volume increases in 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. 

2013 Kelley R 23149036 Psychiatry research Altered brain function underlying 

verbal memory encoding and retrieval 

in psychotic major depression. 

2013 Lee TW 23154094 Psychiatry research Abnormal neural activity in partially 

remitted late-onset depression: an 

fMRI study of one-back working 

memory task. 

2013 Pan L 23158778 Psychiatry research Preserved hippocampal function 

during learning in the context of risk in 

adolescent suicide attempt. 

2013 Whalley MG 23207576 Brain and cognition An fMRI investigation of 

posttraumatic flashbacks. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2013 Ma Q 23228724 Brain research Altered cerebellar-cerebral resting-

state functional connectivity reliably 

identifies major depressive disorder. 

2013 Bannbers E 23238040 Behavioural brain research Prefrontal activity during response 

inhibition decreases over time in the 

postpartum period. 

2013 Lopez Zunini 

RA 

23242968 Brain imaging and behavior Differences in verbal memory 

retrieval in breast cancer 

chemotherapy patients compared to 

healthy controls: a prospective fMRI 

study. 

2013 Wegbreit E 23261134 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Where, when, how high, and how 

long? The hemodynamics of 

emotional response in psychotropic-

naive patients with adolescent bipolar 

disorder. 

2013 Alexopoulos 

GS 

23261142 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Functional connectivity in apathy of 

late-life depression: a preliminary 

study. 

2013 Wu D 23270974 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Abnormal functional connectivity of 

the default mode network in remitted 

late-onset depression. 

2013 Ma Z 23301035 PloS one Alterations in regional homogeneity of 

spontaneous brain activity in late-life 

subthreshold depression. 

2013 Diler RS 23355265 Brain imaging and behavior Neural correlates of treatment 

response in depressed bipolar 

adolescents during emotion 

processing. 

2013 Alemany S 23433857 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Regional gray matter reductions are 

associated with genetic liability for 

anxiety and depression: an MRI twin 

study. 

2013 Liu CH 23474094 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Resting-state brain activity in major 

depressive disorder patients and their 

siblings. 

2013 McCabe C 23483198 Psychopharmacology Effects of pramipexole on the 

processing of rewarding and aversive 

taste stimuli. 

2013 Korsnes MS 23510545 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Working memory in recurrent brief 

depression: an fMRI pilot study. 

2013 Xiao Q 23526961 PloS one Altered regional homogeneity in 

pediatric bipolar disorder during 

manic state: a resting-state fMRI 

study. 

2013 Mies GW 23532800 Frontiers in human 

neuroscience 

Neurophysiological correlates of 

anhedonia in feedback processing. 

2013 Carlson PJ 23540908 Biological psychiatry Neural correlates of rapid 

antidepressant response to ketamine in 

treatment-resistant unipolar 

depression: a preliminary positron 

emission tomography study. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2013 Kullmann JS 23547245 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Experimental human endotoxemia 

enhances brain activity during social 

cognition. 

2013 Blair KS 23567883 NeuroImage Dissociable roles of ventromedial 

prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and rostral 

anterior cingulate cortex (rACC) in 

value representation and optimistic 

bias. 

2013 Dillon DG 23570916 Psychiatry research Evidence of successful modulation of 

brain activation and subjective 

experience during reappraisal of 

negative emotion in unmedicated 

depression. 

2013 Robinson OJ 23583742 NeuroImage The role of serotonin in the 

neurocircuitry of negative affective 

bias: serotonergic modulation of the 

dorsal medial prefrontal-amygdala 

'aversive amplification' circuit. 

2013 Woudstra S 23620758 PloS one Modulatory effects of the piccolo 

genotype on emotional memory in 

health and depression. 

2013 Egenolf Y 23636983 Cognitive, affective & 

behavioral neuroscience 

Tracking the implicit self using event-

related potentials. 

2013 Costafreda SG 23643106 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Modulation of amygdala response and 

connectivity in depression by 

serotonin transporter polymorphism 

and diagnosis. 

2013 Sturm VE 23716653 Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Sciences of the 

United States of America 

Heightened emotional contagion in 

mild cognitive impairment and 

Alzheimer's disease is associated with 

temporal lobe degeneration. 

2013 Wen X 23717467 PloS one Abnormal baseline brain activity in 

non-depressed Parkinson's disease and 

depressed Parkinson's disease: a 

resting-state functional magnetic 

resonance imaging study. 

2013 Orliac F 23727217 Schizophrenia research Links among resting-state default-

mode network, salience network, and 

symptomatology in schizophrenia. 

2013 Sperduti M 23734107 Frontiers in behavioral 

neuroscience 

Don't be Too Strict with Yourself! 

Rigid Negative Self-Representation in 

Healthy Subjects Mimics the 

Neurocognitive Profile of Depression 

for Autobiographical Memory. 

2013 Greening SG 23769293 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Emotion-related brain activity to 

conflicting socio-emotional cues in 

unmedicated depression. 

2013 Smoski MJ 23796796 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Neural mechanisms of cognitive 

reappraisal in remitted major 

depressive disorder. 

2013 Ueyama T 23825684 PloS one Brain regions responsible for tinnitus 

distress and loudness: a resting-state 

FMRI study. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2013 Stollstorff M 23847500 Frontiers in human 

neuroscience 

Individual differences in emotion-

cognition interactions: emotional 

valence interacts with serotonin 

transporter genotype to influence brain 

systems involved in emotional 

reactivity and cognitive cont 

2013 Connolly CG 23910949 Biological psychiatry Resting-state functional connectivity 

of subgenual anterior cingulate cortex 

in depressed adolescents. 

2013 Samann PG 23920122 European 

neuropsychopharmacology 

: the journal of the 

European College of 

Neuropsychopharmacology 

Prediction of antidepressant treatment 

response from gray matter volume 

across diagnostic categories. 

2013 Guo W 23936504 PloS one Decreased interhemispheric 

coordination in treatment-resistant 

depression: a resting-state fMRI study. 

2013 Rizvi SJ 23948629 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Neural response to emotional stimuli 

associated with successful 

antidepressant treatment and 

behavioral activation. 

2013 Doucet GE 24036129 Brain and cognition Functional connectivity abnormalities 

vary by amygdala subdivision and are 

associated with psychiatric symptoms 

in unilateral temporal epilepsy. 

2013 Kim SH 24040178 PloS one Evaluation of the effectiveness of 

pregabalin in alleviating pain 

associated with fibromyalgia: using 

functional magnetic resonance 

imaging study. 

2013 Yue Y 24040385 PloS one Abnormal functional connectivity of 

amygdala in late-onset depression was 

associated with cognitive deficits. 

2013 Carew CL 24055881 Behavioural brain research Neural systems underlying thought 

suppression in young women with, 

and at-risk, for depression. 

2013 Guo W 24074717 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Dissociation of regional activity in the 

default mode network in first-episode, 

drug-naive major depressive disorder 

at rest. 

2013 Dillon DG 24078019 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Weak reward source memory in 

depression reflects blunted activation 

of VTA/SN and parahippocampus. 

2013 Diler RS 24080517 Psychiatry research Neural activity to intense positive 

versus negative stimuli can help 

differentiate bipolar disorder from 

unipolar major depressive disorder in 

depressed adolescents: a pilot fMRI 

study. 

2013 Truong W 24099630 Psychiatry research Changes in cortical thickness across 

the lifespan in major depressive 

disorder. 

2013 Jing B 24121137 Brain research Difference in amplitude of low-

frequency fluctuation between 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

currently depressed and remitted 

females with major depressive 

disorder. 

2013 Herringa RJ 24191026 Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Sciences of the 

United States of America 

Childhood maltreatment is associated 

with altered fear circuitry and 

increased internalizing symptoms by 

late adolescence. 

2013 Sarsam M 24205330 PloS one The Queen and I: neural correlates of 

altered self-related cognitions in major 

depressive episode. 

2013 van Wingen 

GA 

24269575 NeuroImage Short-term antidepressant 

administration reduces default mode 

and task-positive network 

connectivity in healthy individuals 

during rest. 

2013 Freton M 24307677 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

The dark side of self-focus: brain 

activity during self-focus in low and 

high brooders. 

2013 Liang MJ 24324588 PloS one Identify changes of brain regional 

homogeneity in bipolar disorder and 

unipolar depression using resting-state 

FMRI. 

2013 Taubner S 24363644 Frontiers in human 

neuroscience 

Neural activity in relation to 

empirically derived personality 

syndromes in depression using a 

psychodynamic fMRI paradigm. 

2013 Downar J 24388670 Biological psychiatry Anhedonia and Reward-Circuit 

Connectivity Distinguish 

Nonresponders from Responders to 

Dorsomedial Prefrontal Repetitive 

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation in 

Major Depression. 

2013 Erk S 24411473 Biological psychiatry Hippocampal and Frontolimbic 

Function as Intermediate Phenotype 

for Psychosis: Evidence from Healthy 

Relatives and a Common Risk Variant 

in CACNA1C. 

2013 Fisher PM 24439303 Biological psychiatry Three-Week Bright-Light Intervention 

Has Dose-Related Effects on Threat-

Related Corticolimbic Reactivity and 

Functional Coupling. 

2014 Zhang X 24416367 PloS one First-episode medication-naive major 

depressive disorder is associated with 

altered resting brain function in the 

affective network. 

2014 Vilgis V 24709020 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Frontoparietal function in young 

people with dysthymic disorder 

(DSM-5: Persistent depressive 

disorder) during spatial working 

memory. 

2014 Liu J 24740815 Human brain mapping Alterations in amplitude of low 

frequency fluctuation in treatment-

naive major depressive disorder 

measured with resting-state fMRI. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2014 Yao Z 24746685 Clinical neurophysiology : 

official journal of the 

International Federation of 

Clinical Neurophysiology 

Gender differences in brain activity 

and the relationship between brain 

activity and differences in prevalence 

rates between male and female major 

depressive disorder patients: A 

resting-state fMRI s 

2014 Romanczuk-

Seiferth N 

25003028 NeuroImage. Clinical Larger amygdala volume in first-

degree relatives of patients with major 

depression. 

2014 Jacobs RH 25162661 PloS one Increased coupling of intrinsic 

networks in remitted depressed youth 

predicts rumination and cognitive 

control. 

2014 Belleau EL 25274576 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Imbalance of default mode and 

regulatory networks during externally 

focused processing in depression. 

2014 Henderson SE 25448398 Psychiatry research The neural correlates of emotional 

face-processing in adolescent 

depression: a dimensional approach 

focusing on anhedonia and illness 

severity. 

2014 Guo W 25451445 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Unidirectionally affected causal 

connectivity of cortico-limbic-

cerebellar circuit by structural deficits 

in drug-naive major depressive 

disorder. 

2014 Sass K 23033120 Human brain mapping The influence of positive and negative 

emotional associations on semantic 

processing in depression: an fMRI 

study. 

2014 Lamar M 23281064 Human brain mapping Acute tryptophan depletion promotes 

an anterior-to-posterior fMRI 

activation shift during task switching 

in older adults. 

2014 Greening SG 23482626 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

The neural correlates of regulating 

positive and negative emotions in 

medication-free major depression. 

2014 Muller VI 23576809 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Crossmodal emotional integration in 

major depression. 

2014 Zeng LL 23616377 Human brain mapping Unsupervised classification of major 

depression using functional 

connectivity MRI. 

2014 Zotev V 23668969 NeuroImage Self-regulation of human brain 

activity using simultaneous real-time 

fMRI and EEG neurofeedback. 

2014 Krug A 23860750 European archives of 

psychiatry and clinical 

neuroscience 

A genome-wide supported variant in 

CACNA1C influences hippocampal 

activation during episodic memory 

encoding and retrieval. 

2014 Hall GB 23990079 European archives of 

psychiatry and clinical 

neuroscience 

An fMRI study of reward circuitry in 

patients with minimal or extensive 

history of major depression. 



Year First Author PMID Journal Title 

2014 Dedovic K 24078020 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Psychological, endocrine and neural 

responses to social evaluation in 

subclinical depression. 

2014 Ho TC 24268546 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Functional connectivity of negative 

emotional processing in adolescent 

depression. 

2014 Sheng K 24404185 PloS one Altered spontaneous brain activity in 

patients with Parkinson's disease 

accompanied by depressive 

symptoms, as revealed by regional 

homogeneity and functional 

connectivity in the prefrontal-limbic 

sys 

2014 Healey KL 24412087 Brain and cognition Social anhedonia and medial 

prefrontal response to mutual liking in 

late adolescents. 

2014 Croy I 24445134 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Olfaction as a marker for depression in 

humans. 

2014 Cui X 24475100 PloS one Multi-scale glycemic variability: a 

link to gray matter atrophy and 

cognitive decline in type 2 diabetes. 

2014 van Harmelen 

AL 

24493840 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Hypoactive medial prefrontal cortex 

functioning in adults reporting 

childhood emotional maltreatment. 

2014 Zamoscik V 24493842 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Increased involvement of the 

parahippocampal gyri in a sad mood 

predicts future depressive symptoms. 

2014 Young KD 24523939 PloS one Real-time FMRI neurofeedback 

training of amygdala activity in 

patients with major depressive 

disorder. 

2014 Servaas MN 24532549 Human brain mapping The neural correlates of worry in 

association with individual differences 

in neuroticism. 

2014 Backes H 24557502 European archives of 

psychiatry and clinical 

neuroscience 

Increased neural activity during overt 

and continuous semantic verbal 

fluency in major depression: mainly a 

failure to deactivate. 

2014 Kestemont J 24633532 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Neural correlates of attributing causes 

to the self, another person and the 

situation. 

2014 Dietsche B 24639328 Human brain mapping Altered neural function during 

episodic memory encoding and 

retrieval in major depression. 

2014 Li R 24656767 Psychiatry research Altered local activity and functional 

connectivity of the anterior cingulate 

cortex in elderly individuals with 

subthreshold depression. 

2014 Oudega ML 24686000 Psychiatry research The structure of the geriatric depressed 

brain and response to 

electroconvulsive therapy. 

2014 Grant MM 24737710 Human brain mapping Early life trauma and directional brain 

connectivity within major depression. 
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2014 Schilbach L 24759619 PloS one Meta-analytically informed network 

analysis of resting state FMRI reveals 

hyperconnectivity in an introspective 

socio-affective network in depression. 

2014 Coombs Iii G 24816735 PloS one Amygdala perfusion is predicted by its 

functional connectivity with the 

ventromedial prefrontal cortex and 

negative affect. 

2014 Shu H 24856546 Journal of affective 

disorders 

Imbalanced hippocampal functional 

networks associated with remitted 

geriatric depression and 

apolipoprotein E epsilon4 allele in 

nondemented elderly: a preliminary 

study. 

2014 Dannlowski U 24862560 Human brain mapping Serotonin transporter gene 

methylation is associated with 

hippocampal gray matter volume. 

2014 Eryilmaz H 24899706 The Journal of 

neuroscience : the official 

journal of the Society for 

Neuroscience 

Lasting impact of regret and 

gratification on resting brain activity 

and its relation to depressive traits. 

2014 Pulcu E 24936421 NeuroImage. Clinical Enhanced subgenual cingulate 

response to altruistic decisions in 

remitted major depressive disorder. 

2014 Lefaucheur JP 25034472 Clinical neurophysiology : 

official journal of the 

International Federation of 

Clinical Neurophysiology 

Evidence-based guidelines on the 

therapeutic use of repetitive 

transcranial magnetic stimulation 

(rTMS). 

2014 Grabe HJ 25081815 Human brain mapping Alexithymia and brain gray matter 

volumes in a general population 

sample. 

2014 Treadway MT 25109665 Biological psychiatry Illness Progression, Recent Stress, and 

Morphometry of Hippocampal 

Subfields and Medial Prefrontal 

Cortex in Major Depression. 

2014 Felmingham 

KL 

25184336 PloS one Reduced amygdala and ventral striatal 

activity to happy faces in PTSD is 

associated with emotional numbing. 

2014 Tang LR 25218414 Psychiatry research Voxel-based morphometry study of 

the insular cortex in bipolar 

depression. 

2014 Iwabuchi SJ 25219936 European 

neuropsychopharmacology 

: the journal of the 

European College of 

Neuropsychopharmacology 

Alterations in effective connectivity 

anchored on the insula in major 

depressive disorder. 

2014 Jung MH 25238959 Neuroscience letters Decreased connectivity of the default 

mode network in pathological 

gambling: A resting state functional 

MRI study. 

2014 Kessner S 25275613 PloS one The effect of treatment history on 

therapeutic outcome: psychological 

and neurobiological underpinnings. 
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2014 Magioncalda 

P 

25307723 Human brain mapping Functional connectivity and neuronal 

variability of resting state activity in 

bipolar disorder-reduction and 

decoupling in anterior cortical midline 

structures. 

2014 Takeuchi H 25360090 Frontiers in systems 

neuroscience 

Working memory training improves 

emotional states of healthy 

individuals. 

2014 Sheikh HI 25379418 NeuroImage. Clinical Links between white matter 

microstructure and cortisol reactivity 

to stress in early childhood: Evidence 

for moderation by parenting. 

2014 Fauth-Buhler 

M 

25379437 NeuroImage. Clinical Insula and striatum activity in effort-

related monetary reward processing in 

gambling disorder: The role of 

depressive symptomatology. 

2014 Feng C 25416642 Brain imaging and behavior Oxytocin and vasopressin effects on 

the neural response to social 

cooperation are modulated by sex in 

humans. 

2014 Strikwerda-

Brown C 

25416726 Social cognitive and 

affective neuroscience 

Mapping the relationship between 

subgenual cingulate cortex functional 

connectivity and depressive symptoms 

across adolescence. 

2014 Huang X 25448375 International journal of 
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